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Green Polyethylene Pet
Station

MSRP $459.00
SALE $335.00

Highlights:
Refill with the Litter Pick Up Bags and Liner
Trash Bags
Includes 8-feet Telescopic Mounting Post and
10 Gallon Waste Receptacle with Lid
2 Rolls of 200-ct. pickup bags and 1 box of 50
trash liners
Choice of On or Off Leash Sign
Complete set is cheaper than purchasing
individual items separately

Unit Size: 3-1/4" x 8-2/5" x 1' 5"

Pet Waste Disposal Stations
Whether a person is taking their pet to the dog park or taking the kids to the playground for an afternoon of fun, they
expect a clean and safe environment. By purchasing a pet station, you can make it easy for dog owners to do their
part by providing them with a convenient way to dispose of their pet’s waste. With the Green Polyethylene Pet Station
by DOGIPOT, you are providing a lightweight and simple solution for the disposal of dog waste.

When people are walking or running with their dogs in your recreational space or the surrounding area, their pets will
inevitably need to eliminate. When this happens, it is important that they have a way of properly getting rid of their
dog’s waste. While some people may carry a bag with them, others may have forgotten to bring bags with them. This
is where this pet station comes in and why it is so important. When you purchase one of these pet waste disposal
stations, bags and a bag dispenser are included. The pet waste station also includes a trash container and a mounting
post so that it can easily be installed and put to use on your land. This pet waste disposal station allows people to take
a bag if they do not have one, then dispose of their dog waste in the trash can provided. [Read More]

https://www.aaastateofplay.com/boxed-roll-of-litter-pick-up-bags-200-count-each/
https://www.aaastateofplay.com/boxed-roll-of-liner-trash-bags-50-count-each-10-15-gallon/
https://www.aaastateofplay.com/boxed-roll-of-liner-trash-bags-50-count-each-10-15-gallon/
https://www.aaastateofplay.com/green-polyethylene-pet-station/

